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___________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction: Levine [1] and M.K.R.S. Veerakumar[6] introduced the class of g-closed sets 

and g*-closed sets in the year 1970 and 1991 respectively. We have introduced g**-closed 

sets[3], separation axioms via g**-closed sets[4] and strongly g**-regular and strongly g**-

normal spaces[5] and investigated many of their properties and in this paper we have 

discussed the generalization of Urysohn’s lemma and Tietze extension theorem via g**-

closed sets. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1: A subset A of a topological space(X, τ) is called  

1) generalized closed (briefly g-closed)[1] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U is open 

in (X, τ). 

2)  generalized star closed (briefly g*-closed)[6] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U is 

g- open in (X, τ).  
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3) generalized star star closed (briefly g**-closed)[3] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and 

U is g*- open in (X, τ). 

Definition 2.2:[3] A function f : (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called g**-continuous if )(1 Vf   is a g**-

closed set of ),( X for every closed set V of ),( Y . 

Definition 2.3:[4] The topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**-additive if arbitrary union of 

g**-closed sets is g**-closed. Equivalently arbitrary intersection of g**-open sets is g**-

open. 

Definition 2.4:[4] A topological space ),( X  is said to be  tivemultiplicag **  if arbitrary 

intersection of  closedg **  sets is closedg ** . Equivalently arbitrary union of  

openg **  sets is openg ** . 

Definition 2.5:[5] The topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**- finitely additive if finite 

union of g**-closed sets is g**-closed. 

Definition 2.6:[5] Suppose that one point sets are g**-closed in X then ),( X is said to be 

strongly g**-normal if for each pair A, B of disjoint g**-closed sets of X there exists disjoint 

g**-open sets containing A and B respectively. 

Definition 2.7:[5] Suppose that one point sets are g**-closed in X then ),( X is said to be 

strongly g**-regular if for each pair consisting of a point x and a g**-closed set B disjoint 

from x , there exists disjoint g**-open sets containing x and B respectively. 

Definition 2.8:[4] If a space X has a g**-countable basis for its topology then X is said to 

satisfy g**-second axiom of countability or said to be g**-second countable. 

Urysohn’s Lemma:[2] Let X be a normal space. Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of X. 

Let [a,b] be a closed interval in R. Then there exists a continuous map ]1,0[: Xf such that

axf )(  for all Ax and bxf )(  for all .Bx  
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Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem:[2]Every regular space X with a countable basis is 

metrizable. 

Tietze Extension Theorem:[2] let X be a normal space. Let A be a closed subspace of X. 

(a) Any continuous map of A into closed interval [a, b] of R may be extended to a 

continuous map of all of X into [a, b]. 

(b) Any continuous map of A into R may be extended to a continuous map of all of X 

into R 

3. Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma and Tietze Extension Theorem 

Definition 3.1: A topological space ),( X is said to be a g**-space if ),( X is g**-finitely 

additive and g**-multiplicative. 

Example 3.2: Any infinite cofinite topological space is a g**-space since it is g**-finitely 

additive and g**-multiplicative. 

Remark 3.3: Let ),( X be a g**-space and 0 = {g**-open sets}. Then 0  is a topology in X 

and ),( 0X  is a topological space.  

}{x is 0 -closed }{x is g**-closed in the topology .   

A is 0 -closed( 0 -open) A is g**-closed(g**-open) in the topology .  

f is 0 -continuous real valued function f is g**-continuous real valued function in the 

topology .  

),( X is strongly g**- normal,  ),( 0X  is a normal space .  

),( X  is strongly g**-regular  ),( 0X  is regular and  
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),( X is g**-second countable ),( 0X  has a countable basis. 

Theorem 3.4: (Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma): Let ),( X be strongly g**- normal, 

g**-space. Then given Xx 0 and a g**-closed set A not containing ,0x there exists a g**-

continuous function ]1,0[: Xf such that .0)(,1)( 0  Afxf  

Proof: Since ),( X is a g**-space, ),( 0X  is a topological space. 

 }{x is 0 -closed }{x is g**-closed in the topology .  A is 0 -closed( 0 -open) A is 

g**-closed(g**-open) in the topology . f is 0 -continuous real valued function f is g**-

continuous real valued function in the topology .  Hence by the hypothesis given, ),( 0X  is 

a normal space and A is 0 closed set not containing 0x . Therefore by Urysohn’s lemma[2],  

there exists a 0 -continuous function ]1,0[: Xf such that .0)(,1)( 0  Afxf  

Therefore f  is a g**-continuous function in the topology  satisfying the required condition. 

Definition 3.5: A space ),( X is said to be g**-completely regular if singleton sets are g**-

closed in X and for each point  Xx 0 and each g**-closed set  A   not containing 0x , there 

exists a g**-continuous function ]1,0[: Xf such that 1)( 0 xf and .0)( Af  

Remark 3.6: Every strongly g**-normal, g**-space is g**-completely regular by 

Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma 

Theorem 3.7: Every g**-completely regular space is strongly g**-regular. 

Proof: Let ),( X be g**-completely regular. Then { x } is g**-closed for all Xx  . Let 

Xx 0 and A be a g**-closed set not containing .0x Then there exists a g**-continuous 

function ]1,0[: Xf such that 1)( 0 xf and .0)( Af  ]1,21(),21,0[ are open sets in [0,1]. 
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Therefore )21,0[1 fB and ]1,21(1 fC are disjoint g**-open sets containing A and 

}{ 0x respectively. Therefore ),( X is strongly g**-regular. 

Example 3.8: Any infinite cofinite topological space is a g**-space  but since it is impossible 

to find two disjoint g**-open sets it is not strongly g**-regular and hence not  g**-

completely regular 

Example 3.9: Any infinite indiscrete topological space is strongly g**- normal, g**-space 

and hence it is g**-completely regular by Remark 3.6 

Theorem 3.10:  (Generalization of Urysohn’s Metrization theorem): Let ),( X be a g**-

space which is strongly g**-regular and g**-second countable. Then for every g**-open set 

U and ,Ux  there exists a metric d on X such that .),( UxBx d    

Proof: Since ),( X is a g**-space, by Remark 3.3 ),( 0X is a regular topological space with 

a countable basis. Therefore by Urysohn’s metrization theorem, ),( 0X is metrizable. 

Therefore there exists a metric d which induces the topology 0  on X such that for every 0 -

open set U and ,Ux  there exists }),(/{),(  yxdXyxBd  such that 

.),( UxBx d   Therefore for every g**-open set U and ,Ux  there exists a metric d on X 

such that .),( UxBx d    

Theorem 3.11: (Generalization of Tietze Extension theorem): Let X be a g**-space which 

is strongly g**-normal and A be a g**-closed subset of X.  

(c) Any g**-continuous map of A into closed interval [a, b] of R may be extended to a 

g**-continuous map of all of X into [a, b]. 

(d) Any g**-continuous map of A into R may be extended to a g**-continuous map of all 

of X into R. 
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Proof: By Remark 3.3 the proof follows from Tietze Extension theorem 
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